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Vita Vaxa 14" Self-Watering Large
Graphite Planter
VTA-VT17801
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Växa is the point where form and functionality meet. An intuitive self-watering planter with modern flair, the
smartly-designed Växa offers a convenient low-maintenance take on houseplants. Växa’s minimalist
silhouette and faux-stone finish adds a touch of stylish sophistication to any space. The removable stand is
crafted from strong, sustainable bamboo, whose sleek black design complements any decor for an
effortlessly timeless appeal.

The irrigation system allows plants to take as much or as little water and nutrients as they need when they
need them. Just fill up the reservoir and let Växa take care of the rest. The visual water gauge lets you know
how much water is left in your planter and when it's time to refill. The Växa can be used with or without the
stand, indoors and outdoors.

It’s Vita’s conviction that good starts with giving. As a company, they are committed to looking beyond their
personal lives and asking, what can we give? One project that Vita supports is The Inn of the Good Shepherd.
It is a homeless shelter and food bank that distributes over 6,000 lbs of fresh produce into their local
community each week. They also support global non-profits. These include The Sanmen Youwei Library in
China and Thrive in Kageyo, Rawanda. With training and tools, they empower people to grow an abundance
of healthy, organic, disease-fighting foods.

Material: Outer body is polymer with a polypropylene inner liner; stand is bamboo
Color: Graphite
2 year warranty
Easy to maintain and clean
Built in reservoir draws water to roots as needed for up to two weeks
Can be used indoors or outdoors
Detailed assembly instructions included
Dimensions with Base: 15.5"L x 15.5"W x 28.8"H; 11 lbs
Planter Dimensions: 13.5"L x 13.5"W x 13.5"H
Soil Capacity: 0.85 cu ft
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